Predicting the natural equilibrium radius of a single-walled Carbon NanoTube (CNT) of given chirality, and evaluating-if any-the accompanying prestress state, are two important issues, the first of which has been repeatedly taken up in the last decade or so. In this paper, we work out both such a prediction and such an evaluation for achiral (that is, armchair and zigzag) CNTs, modeled as discrete elastic structures whose shape and volume changes are governed by a Reactive Empirical Bond-Order (REBO) interatomic potential of second generation. The basic kinematic variables we choose are bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles; to each of these variables we associate a work-conjugate nanostress. In previous studies, neither dihedral angles were considered nor a REBO potential of the type proposed by Brenner et al. was used. We show that achiral nanotubes, in their natural state, are prestressed structures: the nanostresses associated with changes in bond lengths are null, but the nanostresses associated with changes in bond and dihedral angles are not. Our results convincingly compare with the results reported in those previous works where single-walled CNTs were not naively modeled as if it where possible, at least in principle, to roll them up from a monolayer graphene sheet.
Introduction
The Rolled-Up Model (RUM) has been proposed in the nineties, just after CNTs came to the fore. RUM is a purely geometrical model, where atom positions are determined by mapping a flat strip of monolayer graphene onto the surface of a cylinder, just like rolling a paper sheet up. Accordingly, a CNT's circumference and length are taken equal to, respectively, the width and the length of the parent graphene strip. One intrinsic approximation of RUM is that a CNT's bond lengths come out shorter than graphene's, due to the difference between the length of a helix segment and the distance between its endpoints [14] ; consequently, RUM is accurate only for CNTs of rather large radius (about three times the length of a C bond in graphene).
Several studies have been performed to determine in a more precise way the geometry of CNTs of small radius. Some studies adopt a Density Functional Theory (DFT) approach [13, 18, 14, 5, 4, 9] , others a Tight Binding (TB) [19] or an interatomic potential approach [11, 12] ; in all cases, the 'relaxed' configuration of a CNT is determined through energy minimization, starting from the 'unrelaxed' configuration furnished by RUM. The main findings of these studies can be summarized as follows: whatever the chirality, (a) 'relaxed' and 'unrelaxed' bond lengths and bond angles are different; (b) 'relaxed' CNTs have larger radius (in this paper, we use 'natural' and 'nominal' in the place of, respectively, 'relaxed' and 'unrelaxed'). Interestingly, in [15] geometrical relationships alternative to those of RUM are derived, in order to obtain the radius of a CNT once its bond lengths and bond angles are known.
A first element of novelty of our present study is that we choose a Reactive Empirical Bond-Order (REBO) potential of second generation [3] , an interatomic potential that, to the best of our knowledge, has not been employed before in connection with CNTs of small radius. This REBO potential, at variance with those of first generation, features a contribution due to changes in dihedral angles, so as to account for the curvature-related effects of orbital distortion and rehibridization. For this reason, our predictions of the natural geometry are quantitatively better-in the sense that they are closer to the results obtained by the DFT or TB approaches quoted above-than to those in [11, 12] , where first-generation potentials have been employed [23, 24, 2] . In fact, we envisage the possibility of tuning the parameters from which the potential we use depends so as to minimize the discrepancies between our geometry and prestress predictions and DFT's and/or TB's, with a view towards improving the performances of MD simulations based on such a finely tuned potential.
Recognizing that CNTs and graphene are prestressed structures-that is to say, that their natural state prior to the application of external loads is a state of mechanical coaction-is the second element of novelty of our study. We show that, in addition to the bond-angle prestress that we find in graphene, CNTs experience also a dihedral prestress. Accounting for prestress is crucial to produce reliable predictions whenever a harmonic approximation of the interatomic potential is accepted [10] ; see also [25] , where it was shown that the bond-angle prestress can contribute to the bending stiffness of monolayer graphene. We here give a quantitative estimate of the prestress state in achiral (that is, armchair and zigzag) CNTs; because of the intrinsic symmetries of achiral CNTs, the number of independent variables reduces to three and our energy minimization procedure requires negligible computational time. In this connection, we point out that our discrete mechanical model may serve as a source of benchmark results for MD simulation algorithms: directly in case those algorithms incorporate the same intermolecular potential, after modest adjustments in case of other REBO potentials. We find that the dihedral contribution to the stored energy of CNTs in their natural state is large, about half of the total, for CNTs of large radius, a result consistent with those in [17] ; we also find that the dihedral contribution is less important in small-radius CNTs, a fact that can be justified by the large changes of bond angles when curvatures are large. Our findings refer to ideal CNTs and graphene sheets, in absence of defects (for an assessment of how defects affect elastic response and strength of CNTs, see [21, 20] ).
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider a generic molecular aggregate, kept together by a system of conservative intermolecular forces; we describe such an aggregate as a discrete mechanical structure, whose configuration is identified by a finite list of order parameters; and we determine the conditions of natural equilibrium for such an aggregate. In Section 3, we focus on hexagonal carbon lattices: we detail their geometry and kinematics and we recapitulate the nominal geometry of achiral CNTs, that is, their geometry as viewed according to the RUM. Their natural geometry is expounded in Section 4, where the proper order parameter string is chosen, in the light of the developments of Section 2. The equations governing the natural equilibrium of achiral CNTs are dealt with in Section 5. In the final Section 6, we present and discuss the results of our theory and make a comparison with the literature. Three Appendices complete the paper: the first contains certain geometrical and analytical details about the computation of dihedral angles that, although indispensable, would have made unduly heavier the relative developments in the main text; the second contains a reasoned presentation of the 2nd-generation Brenner potential, in its general form and in the version we use; the third contains tables collecting the data used to draw the plots in Section 6.
Natural equilibria of discrete structures
The configurations of the discrete mechanical structures we study are determined by assigning admissible positions in space to all structure points in a finite set, chosen once and for all; each admissible configuration has an energetic cost, computable by evaluating a given energy functional, which depends on a finite list 4 A. Favata, A. Micheletti, P. Podio-Guidugli, N.M. Pugno of order parameters; in its turn, each order parameter is defined in terms of an aggregate of two or more adjacent structure points; consequently, when all admissible aggregates are considered, we end up with an order-parameter string; the title's natural equilibria are the local minima of an energy functional that depends on such an order-parameter string.
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As anticipated in the Introduction, the two main elements of novelty of our present work are interdependent, and reside in the order-parameter string, that includes dihedral angles, and in the energy functional, that accommodates for such angles.
The REBO potentials developed by Tersoff [23, 24] and Brenner [2] have been widely used in MD simulations of carbon-based materials; they accommodate multibody interactions up to second nearest neighbors. A so-called 2nd-generation Brenner potential [3] is a REBO potential that accommodates third-nearestneighbor interactions as well, through a bond order associated with dihedral angles; we delineate its analytic features in Appendix B.
In general, a 2nd-generation REBO potential can be represented as a mapping V = V (ξ), where ξ is an order-parameter string of the type introduced just above. For low-symmetry structures, such order parameter string can be very long; this is not the case for graphene and CNTs, especially so when natural equilibria are sought: in fact, in Sections 3 and 4, we show that a 3-entry string q of Lagrangian coordinates is enough to determine ξ. All in all,
The functional V we use will be introduced in Section 5. Equilibria are the stationary points of V : any such point q 0 satisfies
with
an equilibrium q 0 is stable if the Hessian ∂ 2 q V is positive definite at q 0 . We set χ := ∂ ξ V , and call χ = χ(ξ) the stress mapping, in that, for δξ := ξ − ξ 0 the strain increment in passing from the configuration ξ 0 to the configuration ξ,
can be regarded as the incremental expenditure of internal power. We also set B := ∂ q ξ, and call B the kinematic compatibility operator, in that δξ = B(q )δq .
Finally, we call A := B T the equilibrium operator, and note that (1) holds if and only if
provided
is the natural binding energy, and χ 0 := ∂ ξ V ( ξ(q 0 )) the natural prestress, of the natural equilibrium q 0 .
Geometry and kinematics of hexagonal carbon lattices
When regarded as discrete mechanical structures, graphene and single-walled CNTs can be modeled in one and the same manner, because they all are carbon allotropes with hexagonal lattices. In fact, while we here focus on CNTs, our description to follow of their geometry and kinematics applies with minimal changes to graphene.
Bond-related kinematic variables
In this section, we introduce the kinematic variables associated with the interatomic bonds we consider in this paper, which involve first, second and third nearest neighbors of any given atom.
With the help of Figure 1 , consider the bond chain going from atom H to atom K. In this chain, atoms H and J are the first nearest neighbors, and K the second nearest neighbor, of atom I; moreover, atom K is the third nearest neighbor of atom H. On denoting by r I the position vector of atom I with respect to a chosen origin, let
here, r IJ is the IJ-bond vector, r IJ is the IJ-bond length, the length of the covalent bond between atoms I and J. Two bond vectors r HI and r IJ span a plane, whose normal is:
their angle is: θ HIJ := arccos(r HI × r IJ ), the IJK-bond angle. Finally, the HIJK-dihedral angle
is the angle between the planes spanned by the two pairs of bond vectors r IJ , r JK and r JI , r IH . Bond length, bond angles, and dihedral angles, are the kinematic variables we consider; their dependence on the positional coordinates of the related aggregates of structure points is specified by definitions (4)- (5); we reiterate that all their changes have an energetic cost to be computed when a form for the mapping V is specified.
The nominal geometry of achiral CNTs
In imagination, a single-walled CNT can be obtained by rolling and zipping up into a cylindrical shape a strip of graphene, that is, of a monolayer carbon allotrope with the atomic structure of a two-dimensional flat Bravais lattice with hexagonal unit cell. There are infinitely many ways to roll a graphene strip up, sorted by introducing a geometrical object, the chiral vector :
where n, m are integers, and a 1 , a 2 are lattice vectors, such as those at a mutual angle of π/3 radians shown in Fig. 2 ; the chiral vector forms with a 1 the chiral angle ψ = arctan √ 3 m/(2n + m) . When n > m > 0, the CNT in question is termed chiral. The nominal radius ρ 0 of a (n, m)-CNT is defined to be the radius of the cylinder on which the centers of the C atoms would be placed after an ideal rolling-up operation entailing no energy expenditure for the inevitable distortion of the C-C bonds; according to this definition,
where r 0 is the length of the graphene C-C bond. There are two types of achiral CNTs, namely, (n, 0)-zigzag and (n, n)-armchair CNTs; in Fig. 2 , their chiral vectors are denoted by, respectively, h Z ≡ a 1 (ψ Z = 0 radians) and h A (ψ A = π/6 radians); their nominal radii are, respectively, ρ Z 0 (n) = ( √ 3/2π)n r 0 and ρ A 0 (n) = (3/2π)n r 0 , so that
In this paper, we concentrate on achiral CNTs because visualization of the rolling-up of a graphene strip is especially easy in their case; the double inequality (6) gives us some confidence that qualitative predictions about natural radius and prestress state of (n, m)-chiral CNTs could be made on the basis of the corresponding results for (n, 0)-zigzag and (n, n)-armchair CNTs, deferring a quantitative analysis to a future paper.
Unzipping and unrolling achiral CNTs
The flat rectangular graphene strip depicted in the bottom part of Fig. 3 is thought of as obtained by unzipping and unrolling the A-and a Z-CNT depicted on top, whose roll-up axes are parallel, respectively, to the directions of axes 2 and 1, so as to have their chiral vectors h A and h Z aligned with directions 1 and 2. Our considerations to follow hinge on the well-known intrinsic symmetries of graphene and achiral CNTs.
On looking at the representative cell A 1 B 1 A 2 B 3 A 3 B 2 A 1 , we see that the sides A 1 B 1 and A 3 B 3 are aligned with h A ; we denote their common length by a, and call them a-type bonds; we also see that the other four sides have equal length b (b-type bonds; see the cell located at the upper left corner of the strip). As to bond angles, they can be of α-type and β-type (e.g., respectively, A 3 B 2 A 1 and B 2 A 1 B 1 ; see the upper left cell again). There are only five types of dihedral angles (Θ 1 , . . . , Θ 5 ), which can be individuated with the help of the colored bond chains. In conclusion, the information carried by the 9-entry order-parameter substring
is enough to determine the deformed configuration of a representative hexagonal cell, no matter if that cell belongs to a graphene strip or to an achiral CNT.
Remark 1 Case-specific order-parameter strings might be obtained by exhaustive sequential juxtaposition, without information redundancies, of appropriately chosen substrings. However, as discussed later in Section 5, the total binding energy of a CNT in a natural equilibrium configuration can be found by no-redundancy summation over diatomic bonds of their individual contributions, each of which in its turn depends also on the presence of certain related bond and dihedral angles. In anticipation, we record here which and how many of these angle kinematic variables are related to the one and the other type of diatomic bonds according to the 2nd-generation REBO potential we are going to use: each a-type bond is related to four β-type bond angles and two dihedral angles (in the case of 
The natural geometry of achiral CNTs
The graphene strips we consider consist of n 1 hexagonal cells in direction 1 and of n 2 hexagonal cells in direction 2; for (n, n)-CNTs, we set n 1 = 2n, and assume that n 2 >> n 1 ; for (n, 0)-CNTs, we set n 2 = n and n 1 >> n 2 . We now show how natural radius and length of an achiral CNT can be computed in terms of the relative (n 1 , n 2 ) pair and the bond-related kinematic variables in the substring (7). 
For geometric compatibility, the bond angles α and β must satisfy the following condition:
Moreover, the dihedral angles can be expressed in terms of α and β with the use of the following relations:
whence expressions for Θ
follow, that we here safely omit (see Appendix A1 for details). In conclusion, for an A-CNT of whatever length, the substring (7) has the form:
only three out of nine kinematic variables-the bond lengths a, b and the bond angle α-and n 1 , one of the two size variables, determine the natural configuration.
Z-CNTs
Consider now Fig. 5 , and proceed in parallel to the previous subsection. Then, the angle ϕ Z between the planes of A 1 B 1 A 2 and A 2 B 3 A 3 is:
the geometric compatibility condition for bond angles is:
whence
and, finally,
whence the form of function Θ
In conclusion, for an Z-CNT of whatever length, the substring (7) has the form:
once again, only three kinematic variables and one size variables count to determine the natural configuration, namely, a, b, α and n 2 .
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Radii and lengths

A-CNTs
It is not difficult to see, with the help of Figure 6 , that the following geometric compatibility relation holds: Figure 6 : Local geometry of an A-CNT.
where ρ a is the distance of the CNT's axis an a-type bond. On the other hand,
where ρ A denotes the cylinder's natural radius; consequently, ρ A too depends only on the kinematic parameters a, b, α and on the size parameter n 1 , by way of ϕ A . Figure 6 is also expedient to see that the natural length of an A-CNT depends as follows from the parameters b, α, and n 2 :
Formulae (16)- (17) and (18) give the natural dimensions of an A-CNT in terms of the equilibrium bond lengths a, b and bond angle α and of its size parameters n 1 , n 2 . The natural length given by (18) differs from the nominal length, which is:
we have that
The natural radius must be compared with the nominal radius:
(cf. the relevant developments in Section 3.2); we expect the former to be slightly larger, an intuitive prediction that our numerical computations generally confirm. The difference between ρ A and ρ A 0 becomes negligible for large size indices (e.g., this difference is less than 1% for a (6,6)-CNT, for which ρ 
Z-CNTs
With the help of Fig. 7 , it is not difficult to see that the natural radius of a Z-CNT is:
while the nominal radius is
As before, the difference between ρ Z and ρ Z 0 is negligible when the size index n is large (e.g., this difference is less than 1% for a (12,0)-CNT, for which ρ Z 0.5 nm). Figure 7 : Local geometry of a Z-CNT.
A3 A1
As to the natural length, Fig. 7 helps to realize that
to be compared with the nominal length:
The natural equilibria of achiral CNTs
The main outcome of Section 4.1 is that both order-parameter substrings (11) and (15) depend solely on the three independent Lagrangian coordinates a, b, and α, and that, moreover, their last entry is null. Our first goal in this section is to specify what mapping
of the type introduced in Section 2 is to be made stationary to find natural equilibria.
accordingly,
We begin by counting, type by type, the number of bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles, that take equal values in a natural equilibrium configuration of an achiral CNT with a (n 1 , n 2 ) parent strip as in Fig. 3 . We find, respectively,
Now, as anticipated in the remark at the end of Section 3, the total potential of an achiral CNT in equilibrium can be written in terms of a no-redundancy sum over diatomic bonds; according to the 2nd-generation REBO potential we use (see Appendix B), a specific set of bond and dihedral angles is associated to each of the two types of diatomic bonds we distinguished in that remark. In view of this state of affairs, we write the total potential V as follows:
where
The forms of the attraction and repulsion functions V A and V R and of the bond-order functions b a and b b will be given in Appendix B; for now, it is sufficient to know that they all are as smooth as needed to justify our further developments and to warn the reader that the entries (β, Θ 1 ) of b a and (β, Θ 2 , Θ 3 , Θ 4 ) of b b are to be thought of as depending either on α and ϕ A as specified by (9) and (10) or on α and ϕ Z as specified by (13) and (14) . With slight abuse of the notation introduced in Section 2, we set
We are now in a position to write the stationarity condition of the potential V . We do it in a form involving the stress mapping χ: (2)). Proceeding as in Section 2, this stationarity condition can be re-written equivalently in a form involving also the equilibrium operator A = (∂ q ξ)
T :
(cf. (3)). Now, the matrix form of A is:
while a stress-mapping string χ consists of the following entries:
Consequently, the equilibrium equation (20) becomes:
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We term σ a , σ b , τ α , τ β , and T i , the nanostresses work-conjugate to changes of, respectively, bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles; here is how they can be computed:
The expressions of the derivatives β, α and Θ i , α (i = 1, . . . , 4) are found in Appendix A. The form of the third of (22) depends on which of the two achiral CNTs is dealt with: precisely, we have that
The equilibrium equations (22)- (24) require a number of comments. To begin with, the solutions of the nonlinear system (22) depend in general not only on the type of the achiral CNT under attention but also on its size, because functions β and Θ i do (cf. (11) and (15)). We believe that, for each type and whatever the size, there is only one natural solution q
, although we are unable to give a formal proof of this assertion. Our belief is substantiated by the outcome of the numerical procedure we use to determine q N :
Step 1. compute the nominal set q N 0 (n) of an achiral CNT of very large size index n, whose nominal and natural diameters almost coincide no matter how computed (by means of DFT or TB techniques, say);
Step 2. solve numerically system (22) for q N (n), with q N 0 (n) as initial guess; Step 3. with q N (n) as initial guess, solve system (22) for a CNT of the same type and smaller radius.
Step 3 is to be iterated as much as desired and possible (in the A case, the size index has been decreased until n = 3; in the Z case, the size index has been decreased until n = 5).
3
Needless to say, given q N , the natural radius and length are computable with the formulae derived in Section 4.2, the natural prestress with the use of (21) and (23).
Remark 2
The three types of nanostresses we consider, σ, τ and T , are work-conjugate to changes in, respectively, bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles. Were CNTs be visualized as discrete mechanical structures consisting of pin-jointed sticks, those nanostresses would be associated with the response to structural deformations of a set of axial, rotational, and dihedral springs. An order-parameter substring, together with the collection of cell nano stresses associated to it by the stress mapping, yields the information necessary to evaluate the energy density per cell, opening the way for the use of homogenization techniques [6, 8, 7] . In this connection, it is worth mentioning that in [6, 16] a couple-stress continuum is regarded to be the homogenized version of discrete mechanical structures of the above type, in the absence of dihedral springs. It remains to be seen, were dihedral springs included, what higher-gradient elasticity model would be the appropriate continuum limit.
Results
In this section we collect our results and compare them with those in the literature. In all figures where our findings are visualized, the abscissa is the natural curvature of a single-walled CNT, that is, the inverse of its natural radius. We have confined in Appendix C five tables where the data we used to draw the plots in Figs. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , are collected, alongside with a variety of similar data taken from the literature. 14 A. Favata, A. Micheletti, P. Podio-Guidugli, N.M. Pugno 
Natural vs. nominal geometry
The percentage of the specific difference between natural radius ρ and nominal radius ρ 0 is plotted in Fig.  8 (left) as a function of the natural curvature 1/ρ.
Results
In this section we collect our results and compare them with those in the literature. In all figures where our findings are visualized, the abscissa is the natural curvature of a single-walled CNT, that is, the inverse of its natural radius. We have confined in Appendix C five tables where the data we used to draw the plots in Figs. 8-14 , are collected, alongside with a variety of similar data taken from the literature.
Natural vs. nominal geometry
The percentage of the specific difference between natural radius ρ and nominal radius ρ 0 is plotted in Fig.  8 (left) as a function of the natural curvature 1/ρ. (right) Specific difference between natural and nominal lengths (
We see that the smaller the radius, the larger the difference, a result of ours that is confirmed by all previous calculations [13, 18, 14, 5, 4, 9, 19, 11, 12] ; in particular, Table 1 offers a data comparison for the case of (3,3)-, (4,4)-and (5,0)-CNTs.
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Natural vs. nominal geometry
We see that the smaller the radius, the larger the difference, a result of ours that is confirmed by all previous calculations [13, 18, 14, 5, 4, 9, 19, 11, 12] ; in particular, Table 1 (right) Specific difference between natural and nominal lengths (
We see that the smaller the radius, the larger the difference, a result of ours that is confirmed by all previous calculations [13, 18, 14, 5, 4, 9, 19, 11, 12] ; in particular, Table 1 offers a data comparison for the case of (3,3)-, (4,4)-and (5,0)-CNTs. We also see from Figure 8 (right) that the specific difference between natural and nominal lengths is positive for A-CNTs, while in the case of Z-CNTs it is negative for small radii, again positive and close to zero for large radii. In graphene, the length of a C-C bond, as computed on accepting the interatomic potential we use in this study, is r 0 = 0.14204 nm; needless to say, bond angles measure 120
• , and dihedral angles are null. For single-walled CNTs, natural bond lengths differ from their nominal length r 0 , more and more when radii decrease. Fig. 9 shows the percentage of the specific difference between natural and nominal lengths of type a and type b bonds as a function of natural curvature, for A-and Z-CNTs. The results for A-CNTs are consistent with those in [14] ; however, for Z-CNTs, DFT calculations shows that a-type bonds shorten [13, 14] .
The natural bond angles α and β we calculated are plotted in Fig. 10 (top) ; we see that they are smaller than the graphene's value of 120
• , except for α in the A case, which takes slightly higher values at curvatures smaller than 3 nm −1 . We also see that α decreases more in the Z case, and that β decreases more in the A case, as expected on the basis of the RUM model. Fig. 10 (bottom) shows how the natural dihedral angles Θ i , i = 1, . . . , 4 behave when the natural curvature varies. large radii.
In graphene, the length of a C type a and type b bonds as a function of natural curvature, for A-and Z-CNTs. The results for A-CNTs are consistent with those in [14] ; however, for Z-CNTs, DFT calculations shows that a-type bonds shorten [13, 14] .
In type a and type b bonds as a function of natural curvature, for A-and Z-CNTs. The results for A-CNTs are consistent with those in [14] ; however, for Z-CNTs, DFT calculations shows that a-type bonds shorten [13, 14] .
• , except for α in the A case, which takes slightly higher values at curvatures smaller than 3 nm −1 . We also see that α decreases more in the Z case, and that β decreases more in the A case, as expected on the basis of the RUM model. Fig. 10 (bottom) shows how the natural dihedral angles Θ i , i = 1, . . . , 4 behave when the natural curvature varies. Detailed information about all hexagonal-lattice parameters is collected in Appendix C, Tables 2 and 3 . In a comparison with the results reported in [11] , where a 1st-generation REBO potential was used [2] (see Table 4 in Appendix C), we see that the CNTs' radii are always larger than those obtained in the present work, partly due to the fact that the potential employed predicts r 0 = 0.14507 nm for the length of a C-C distance in graphene. Bond lengths are always larger than r 0 , a result qualitatively similar to ours. Notice that in [12] , where Tersoff potential [23] is employed for studying A-CNTs, b-type bonds are shorter than r 0 , a result which disagrees with the DFT calculations in [14] .
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A. Favata, A. Micheletti, P. Podio-Guidugli, N.M. Pugno Fig. 11 shows how bond-angle nanostresses τ α and τ β (top) and dihedral nanostresses T i (bottom) depend on natural curvature; see Table 5 , Appendix C, for the respective numerical information. Fig. 11 shows how bond-angle nanostresses τ α and τ β (top) and dihedral nanostresses T i (bottom) depend on natural curvature; see Table 5 , Appendix C, for the respective numerical information. nat. curvature (nm nat. curvature (nm On setting a = b = r 0 , α = β = 2π/3, and Θ i = 0 (i = 1, . . . , 4), in relations (23), we see that (the dihedral prestress is null and) the bond-angle prestress takes the value τ g = −0.2209 nN×nm: that is to say, not only CNTs but also graphene is prestressed in its natural state. In this connection, we recall that it is shown in [25] that graphene's bending stiffness can be related to a presumed bond-angle prestress state; in the same paper, it is also argued that, in case such a prestress were present, then its contribution to bending stiffness would be τ g /2. Moreover, it is shown in [17] on the basis of MD computations that graphene's bending stiffness turns out to be equal to τ g /2, provided one disregards the crucial dihedral contribution featured by 2nd-generation potentials.
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Roll-up energy
We call roll-up energy the difference in energy per atom of a CNT and its parent flat graphene strip, in their respective natural configurations. In the literature, the energy of flat graphene is called cohesive energy; the roll-up energy is often called folding energy and quickly estimated equal to 1 2 Dρ −2 , with the bending stiffness D taken equal to 0.03675 eV nm 2 /atom [17] . Of course, as some DFT calculations confirm [13, 14] , this formula from the standard theory of linearly elastic thin plates is less and less reliable as a CNT's curvature grows big. Our findings about roll-up energy are plotted in Fig. 12 (left) , for A-CNTs whose size index ranges from 3 to 25 and for Z-CNTs whose size index ranging from 5 to 30 (the corresponding radii Geometry and Prestress of Single-Walled CNTs 17 Fig. 11 shows how bond-angle nanostresses τ α and τ β (top) and dihedral nanostresses T i (bottom) depend on natural curvature; see Table 5 , Appendix C, for the respective numerical information. nat. curvature (nm nat. curvature (nm On setting a = b = r 0 , α = β = 2π/3, and Θ i = 0 (i = 1, . . . , 4), in relations (23), we see that (the dihedral prestress is null and) the bond-angle prestress takes the value τ g = −0.2209 nN×nm: that is to say, not only CNTs but also graphene is prestressed in its natural state. In this connection, we recall that it is shown in [25] that graphene's bending stiffness can be related to a presumed bond-angle prestress state; in the same paper, it is also argued that, in case such a prestress were present, then its contribution to bending stiffness would be τ g /2. Moreover, it is shown in [17] on the basis of MD computations that graphene's bending stiffness turns out to be equal to τ g /2, provided one disregards the crucial dihedral contribution featured by 2nd-generation potentials.
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We call roll-up energy the difference in energy per atom of a CNT and its parent flat graphene strip, in their respective natural configurations. In the literature, the energy of flat graphene is called cohesive energy; the roll-up energy is often called folding energy and quickly estimated equal to 1 2 Dρ −2 , with the bending stiffness D taken equal to 0.03675 eV nm 2 /atom [17] . Of course, as some DFT calculations confirm [13, 14] , this formula from the standard theory of linearly elastic thin plates is less and less reliable as a CNT's curvature grows big. Our findings about roll-up energy are plotted in Fig. 12 (left) , for A-CNTs whose size index ranges from 3 to 25 and for Z-CNTs whose size index ranging from 5 to 30 (the corresponding radii On setting a = b = r 0 , α = β = 2π/3, and Θ i = 0 (i = 1, . . . , 4), in relations (23), we see that (the dihedral prestress is null and) the bond-angle prestress takes the value τ g = −0.2209 nN×nm: that is to say, not only CNTs but also graphene is prestressed in its natural state. In this connection, we recall that it is shown in [25] that graphene's bending stiffness can be related to a presumed bond-angle prestress state; in the same paper, it is also argued that, in case such a prestress were present, then its contribution to bending stiffness would be τ g /2. Moreover, it is shown in [17] on the basis of MD computations that graphene's bending stiffness turns out to be equal to τ g /2, provided one disregards the crucial dihedral contribution featured by 2nd-generation potentials.
We call roll-up energy the difference in energy per atom of a CNT and its parent flat graphene strip, in their respective natural configurations. In the literature, the energy of flat graphene is called cohesive energy; the roll-up energy is often called folding energy and quickly estimated equal to 1 2 Dρ −2 , with the bending stiffness D taken equal to 0.03675 eV nm 2 /atom [17] . Of course, as some DFT calculations confirm [13, 14] , this formula from the standard theory of linearly elastic thin plates is less and less reliable as a CNT's curvature grows big. Our findings about roll-up energy are plotted in Fig. 12 (left) , for A-CNTs whose size index ranges from 3 to 25 and for Z-CNTs whose size index ranging from 5 to 30 (the corresponding radii fall in the (0.208, 1.696) nm interval). For us, at variance with what is reported in [14] , the thin-plate energy always provides an estimate from above of the roll-up energy (see Fig. 12 (right) ). 18 A. Favata, A. Micheletti, P. Podio-Guidugli, N.M. Pugno fall in the (0.208, 1.696) nm interval). For us, at variance with what is reported in [14] , the thin-plate energy always provides an estimate from above of the roll-up energy (see Fig. 12 (right) ). The dihedral contribution to the roll-up energy is depicted vs. natural curvature in Fig. 13 . We see that this contribution decreases when curvature increases, a fact indicating that changes in bond angles have a prevailing role for small radii: the lower the curvature the smaller (larger) the bond-angle (dihedral-angle) roll-up energy. For large diameters, our numerical results are in complete agreement with those of [17] , where it is found that graphene's bending stiffness, computed with the use of 2nd-generation REBO potential, is approximately halved when the dihedral contribution is omitted. The numerical information used to construct Figs. 12 and 13 is collected in Table 6 , Appendix C.
Finally, to get a better appreciation of the relevance of prestress in CNT mechanics, we have computed what axial traction uniformly applied along the rim would induce in a CNT an additional energy storage equal to its roll-up energy; this we did by exploiting the explicit solution of the axial traction problem given in [1] . Our results are plotted in Fig. 14 , where we see that f , the axial traction to be applied to each rim atom in order to have an energy increment equal to the roll-up energy, is a monotonically increasing function of natural curvature (e.g., it is 2.33 nN/atom for a (12, 12)-CNT and it goes up to 8.54 nN/atom 18 A. Favata, A. Micheletti, P. Podio-Guidugli, N.M. Pugno fall in the (0.208, 1.696) nm interval). For us, at variance with what is reported in [14] , the thin-plate energy always provides an estimate from above of the roll-up energy (see Fig. 12 (right) ). The dihedral contribution to the roll-up energy is depicted vs. natural curvature in Fig. 13 . We see that this contribution decreases when curvature increases, a fact indicating that changes in bond angles have a prevailing role for small radii: the lower the curvature the smaller (larger) the bond-angle (dihedral-angle) roll-up energy. For large diameters, our numerical results are in complete agreement with those of [17] , where it is found that graphene's bending stiffness, computed with the use of 2nd-generation REBO potential, is approximately halved when the dihedral contribution is omitted. The numerical information used to construct Figs. 12 and 13 is collected in Table 6 , Appendix C.
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We see that this contribution decreases when curvature increases, a fact indicating that changes in bond angles have a prevailing role for small radii: the lower the curvature the smaller (larger) the bond-angle (dihedral-angle) roll-up energy. For large diameters, our numerical results are in complete agreement with those of [17] , where it is found that graphene's bending stiffness, computed with the use of 2nd-generation REBO potential, is approximately halved when the dihedral contribution is omitted. The numerical information used to construct Figs. 12 and 13 is collected in Table 6 , Appendix C.
Finally, to get a better appreciation of the relevance of prestress in CNT mechanics, we have computed what axial traction uniformly applied along the rim would induce in a CNT an additional energy storage equal to its roll-up energy; this we did by exploiting the explicit solution of the axial traction problem given in [1] . Our results are plotted in Fig. 14 , where we see that f , the axial traction to be applied to each rim atom in order to have an energy increment equal to the roll-up energy, is a monotonically increasing function of natural curvature (e.g., it is 2.33 nN/atom for a (12, 12)-CNT and it goes up to 8.54 nN/atom for a (3, 3)-CNT; interestingly, the total actual traction F is more or less the same in both cases); for more information, see Tab. 7 in Appendix C.
Conclusions
We have proposed a geometrically and physically nonlinear discrete mechanical model of achiral CNTs, capable to predict their geometry and coaction (≡ prestress) state in their natural equilibrium configuration, prior to application of external loads. The material constitution has been specified by a suitable form of the 2nd-generation Brenner potential. The governing equations have been written in terms of nanostresses, i.e., force-like objects work-conjugated to: (i) change in length of atomic bonds; (ii) change in angle between two adjacent bonds; (iii) change in dihedral angles, a strain measure that was not considered before in the mechanical modeling of carbon allotropes. Equilibrium solutions for armchair and zigzag CNTs whose radii ranged from very large to very small have been obtained numerically, with minimal computational effort, by an ad hoc adjustment of otherwise standard computational tools.
We regard as our major results the disclosure of the role of prestress and the evaluation of the dihedral contribution to the roll-up energy, that is, the energy difference of a CNT and its parent graphene strip in their respective natural configurations. Our modeling procedure is robust enough to accommodate essentially any choice of an interatomic potential. Adaptation to chiral CNTs would imply higher computational costs, but no conceptual difficulty.
where f C (r) is a cutoff function limiting the range of covalent interactions, and where Q, A, B n , α, and β, are parameters to be chosen fit to a material-specific dataset. The remaining ingredient in (25) is the bond-order function:
where apexes σ and π refer to two types of bonds: the strong covalent σ-bonds between atoms in one and the same given plane, and the π-bonds responsible for interlayer interactions, which are perpendicular to the plane of σ-bonds. We now describe functions b is to account for the local coordination of, and the bond angles relative to, atoms I and J, respectively; its form is:
Here, for each fixed pair of indices (I, J), (a) the cutoff function f C IK (r) limits the interactions of atom I to those with its nearest neighbors; (b) λ IJK is a string of parameters designed to prevent attraction in some specific situations; (c) function P IJ depends on N ; the first addendum depends on whether the bond between atoms I and J has a radical character and on whether it is part of a conjugated system, the second depends on dihedral angles. Function b DH IJ is given by
where function T IJ is a tricubic spline depending on N 
B.2 The form used in this paper
We write here detailed expression for the functions V A (p), V R (p), and b IJ . We also give their first derivatives, because they enter equations (23) . The attractive and repulsive part of the potential, and their first derivatives are: In this Appendix we collect a set of tables summarizing our numerical results. Numerical values for the natural geometric parameters are shown in Tables 2 and 3. Table 2 also shows: (i) the percent difference of bond lengths a and b with respect to r 0 = 0.14204 nm, the C-C distance in graphene computed according to the potential chosen in this study; (ii) the percent differences between the natural and nominal values of the bond angles α and β (α 0 and β 0 have been computed by substituting α A 0 = 2π/3 in (9) (A case) and β Z 0 = 2π/3 in (12), and then solving for α Z 0 (Z case)). 
